Public sector contracts and government agencies’ procurement practices are subjected to a range of checks and balances, including public scrutiny. As public funds are involved, effective and transparent procurement is essential in the public sector. In tougher economic times there is also a heightened need to maximise the value for money realised from expenditure of public funds.

THE GOVERNMENT’S PROCUREMENT FRAMEWORK BROADLY CONSISTS OF:

• Procurement Principles – these Principles underpin how government goes about sourcing the products and services it needs, and how it engages with businesses. The Principles include: “Plan and manage for great results”; “Be fair to all suppliers”; “Get the right supplier”; “Get the best deal for everyone”; and “Play by the rules”.

• Government Rules of Sourcing (the Rules) – which are designed to strengthen accountability, promote our values, encourage commercial development, and support economic development.

• Guidance – a range of supporting guidance documents (the key ones are noted on the back page of this Guide).

THE PROCUREMENT CYCLE

Recent guidance for government agencies recommends a structured and strategic approach to procurement across three key phases: planning, sourcing and managing. Within these three phases, eight inter-linked steps in the procurement cycle exist as summarised in the diagram below and expanded over the page.

Importantly, putting quality time and effort into your upfront procurement planning and needs analysis, and clearly defining what products or services you wish to procure to meet such needs, will add significant value and help you to meet your procurement objectives (see steps 1-4, below).
KEY STEPS IN THE PROCUREMENT CYCLE

Step 1: Identify your procurement project (planning phase)
- Identify key internal and external stakeholders, including project sponsor, key contributors and end users.
- Obtain legal advice at the start.
- Establish the procurement team with the right mix of skills and experience, and define people's roles and responsibilities.
- Ensure you understand the core principles of good procurement practice (see above) and the phases and steps in the procurement cycle.
- Obtain approval to undertake the procurement process and check you will be working within your organisation's standard procurement processes and requirements.
- Define what you want to achieve with the procurement process.

Step 2: Identify your needs and analyse the market (planning phase)
- Identify and document your specific needs (what are the results you are trying to achieve?). Why are you seeking to contract? Talk to stakeholders about these needs to inform your thinking.
- Review any previous/existing contracts for the same work. Were these successful? If not, why not? How do you avoid a repeat of the same problems?
- Check that your proposed procurement will align with your organisation's priorities, business objectives and strategic outcomes.
- Scope the current market: suppliers, buyers, amount of competition, any market trends, or critical factors that are likely to affect price, timeliness, and quality of the deliverable. This could also include scoping if any technological innovations have recently occurred in the market.

Step 3: Clearly specify your requirements (planning phase)
- Define what you want to purchase to meet your specific needs. Develop a statement of requirements that clearly shows what is in scope and what is out of scope.
- Make it worthwhile for suppliers – encourage and reward them to deliver great results.
- Ensure that all costs associated with purchasing the outcome (including selection costs) are taken into account.

Step 4: Planning your approach to the market and evaluation (planning phase)
- Plan your approach to the market. Choose the right process depending on the size, complexity, and risks involved. Are the goods or services covered by an All of Government Contract, a Syndicated Contract, or a Panel Contract? Does your agency have an existing panel of suppliers that you need to consider? Will you use a closed or open tender process, or single or multi-stage tender, etc?
- Determine if the contract falls under the Rules. If so, an open tender approach will usually be required. If necessary, get legal, financial or operational risk input into your decision-making.
- Document your specific service requirements and prepare your procurement documentation by using your organisation's standard format documentation. Seek advice if you propose to depart from any standard processes.
- Define the selection criteria and evaluation methodology you will use to assess submissions and clearly communicate the criteria to potential providers.
- Give your documentation a quality and reality check. Is it in plain English? Have you clearly specified what you want? Have you provided suppliers with the right information to enable them to submit viable tenders, proposals or quotes?

Step 5: Approaching the market and selecting a supplier (sourcing phase)
- Ensure you are being reasonable with the information you give to potential suppliers and give them sufficient time to enable them to develop proposals or quotes that meet your needs.
- Respond promptly to any questions received by suppliers. Publish additional information if this is needed. Ensure the process is fair and open.
- Implement a sound process to check the information that is supplied meets your requirements and fairly assess the merits of proposals or quotes you receive.
- Be open to subcontracting opportunities on bigger projects.
- Create competition, stay impartial and treat all suppliers equally. Manage conflicts of interest.
- Encourage e-business (e.g., tenders sent to you by email).
- Safeguard respondents’ commercially sensitive information and their intellectual property.
- Document your selection of a preferred supplier and your reasons – you might be questioned about your decision-making later! Keep good records.

Step 6: Negotiating and awarding the contract (sourcing phase)
- Establish a clear negotiating mandate and plan how you will undertake the negotiation with your preferred provider. What can you move on and what are the ‘non-negotiable’ items? Document all discussions.
- Follow your organisation's rules and procedures for negotiating contracts. Use your organisation's applicable standard contract templates, or relevant government approved contract templates.
- Prepare a contract that sets out the clear obligations of the parties. Its complexity will depend on issues such as price, risk, and whether the service to be purchased is specialised (e.g., an IT contract). Do not enter into oral agreements.
- Be receptive to new ideas and ways of doing things.
- Document clear performance measures and link payment to satisfactory delivery of goods, services and works.
- Get legal and other advice as required (e.g., on how to negotiate a contract).
- Notify suppliers of the outcome of any contract award decision promptly. Also, once the contract has been subsequently signed by both parties, fulfil any requirement to publish a contract award notice (e.g., on GETS).
- Provide a debrief for submitters to receive feedback on things they did well and things they should look to improve upon next time.

Step 7: Managing the contract and relationships (managing phase)
- Confirm communication expectations upfront. Maintain an ongoing relationship with the provider by scheduling regular meetings and verbal updates. Ask for written progress reports.
- Actively monitor the provider's performance and ensure that deliverables are met to the agreed performance criteria and the terms and conditions of the contract.
- Establish clear contract administration procedures (e.g., to ensure prompt payment of invoices and to efficiently handle any variations to contracts).
- Build constructive and open relationships with the provider. Emphasise the need for a ‘no surprises’ approach and seek to foster mutual trust and understanding.
- Ensure proper financial and contractual reporting to stakeholders.
- Address any problems, issues, or under-performance as early as possible. Do not let such issues fester! Obtain legal advice early.

Step 8: Review (managing phase)
- Plan the type of review you will undertake and its key purpose – what do you want to get out of a review exercise?
- Did the provider and the ultimate deliverable meet your expectations in terms of price and value for money, quality, and timeliness?
- Have you met your objectives in entering into the contract? Have the expected benefits been realised?
- Ensure all final invoices have been paid.
- Assess what went well and what did not. What lessons can be learned? Is there room for improvement next time?
- Document your conclusions and incorporate any relevant information into planning for any subsequent procurement.
WHERE TO GO FOR MORE INFORMATION

There is a wealth of information and guidelines to assist public sector organisations and local government to develop and run sound procurement systems. The best place to start is to visit the Government’s procurement website: www.procurement.govt.nz, which contains a toolkit of resources and guidance. These include the key guidance documents on all aspects of contract management and the procurement process. Some of the key resources are flagged below:

Guidance on procurement policy, processes and rules

- A Guide to Mastering Procurement, Ministry of Economic Development (2012). This Guide was developed for government agencies and supports good procurement practice. The Guide advocates a more strategic procurement approach, rather than the traditional approach where procurement has been seen as an administrative function for buying goods and services. A strategic approach involves understanding the importance of the procurement to the agency in achieving its outcomes, sourcing suppliers, and managing relationships to successfully deliver against public policy objectives and business needs, while delivering overall value for money. It provides detailed guidance on the steps mentioned above.

- Government Rules of Sourcing, Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment (2013). The Rules have been endorsed by Cabinet and replaced the Mandatory Rules for Procurement by Departments previously issued by the former Ministry of Economic Development in 2006. The Rules mainly focus on the sourcing phase of the procurement lifecycle and cover planning for procurement, approaching the market, and contracting. They are compulsory for Public Service departments, New Zealand Police, and the New Zealand Defence Force. Other agencies in the wider Public Sector are encouraged to apply them as good practice. The Rules are also intended to help agencies meet their obligations under the 2005 Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership and other international commitments.

- Procurement Guidance for Public Entities, Office of the Auditor-General (2008). This Guide encourages public sector agencies to focus on the strategic management of their procurement function in a way that adds value to service delivery. It also expands on the different methods that public entities can use in the procurement process. Guidance is provided for each stage in the procurement process, from planning, to choosing the appropriate procurement method, and managing the contract.

- The Quick Guide to Completing an Annual Procurement Plan and the Guide to Completing a Strategic Procurement Outlook provide advice about two procurement planning documents that are required by all public service agencies.

Contracting with non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

- Principles to Underpin Management by Public Entities of Funding to Non-government Organisations, Office of the Auditor-General (2006). A risk based approach to contracting with NGOs and other organisations is recommended, considering the resources available and the context. Basic principles include lawfulness, accountability, openness, value for money, fairness, and integrity in decision-making. While these principles do not present a prescriptive list of rules, the Auditor-General expects that the procurement policies of public sector organisations will align with the principles and guidance produced for the public sector.

- Guidelines for Contracting with Non-government Organisations for Services Sought by the Crown, the Treasury (2009). These Guidelines are designed to assist government and public sector organisations to manage their contracting and other funding arrangements with NGOs. The Guidelines outline overarching principles for good contract management and provide advice on all stages of the contract lifecycle. The Guidelines stress the importance of thoroughly vetting a potential provider, of closely monitoring the use of public monies, and of implementing processes to manage areas of risk.

- The Office for the Community and Voluntary Sector also provides good practice information for funding of NGOs. The site contains a number of useful perspectives and links, including the Code of Funding Practice (2010) (www.goodpracticefunding.govt.nz).

Procurement ethics and standards

A number of guidance documents exist that set out requirements under the Public Finance Act and other standards of behaviour and ethics expected of government officials. Your own agency’s code of conduct may be a good starting point. Other guidance includes:


WHAT LEGISLATION IS RELEVANT?

There are a number of pieces of legislation relevant to the public sector contracting process. In addition to the guidance documents outlined above, public sector organisations should consider the following legislation when drafting their own contracting guidelines:

- Public Finance Act 1989
- Financial Reporting Act 1993
- Sale of Goods Act 1908
- Frustrated Contracts Act 1944
- Public Bodies Contracts Act 1959
- Minors’ Contracts Act 1969
- Illegal Contracts Act 1970
- Commerce Act 1986
- Contracts (Privy Council) Act 1982
- Contractual Mistakes Act 1977
- Contractual Remedies Act 1979
- Sale of Goods (UN Convention) Act 1994
- Construction Contracts Act 2002

This legislation can be accessed on www.legislation.govt.nz

THE GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC TENDERS SERVICE (GETS)

To ensure transparency of the procurement market, the Government requires departments and encourages other public sector agencies to use GETS for publication of all open tenders, including invitations to tender for costs of at or above $100,000. For departments, key rules include:

- Tenders must be posted for a sufficient time, but no less than the minimum time period.
- You must publish contract award notices and offer de-briefs to unsuccessful applicants.
- Any preferred or pre-qualified supplier lists must be published and open for application via GETS.
- Agencies are to prepare and publish indicative annual procurement plans on GETS.

For more information refer to the Government Rules of Sourcing (2013), via the Government’s procurement website: www.procurement.govt.nz

To log onto GETS you will need to register (which is free). Visit: www.gets.govt.nz

ALLEN + CLARKE

Allen + Clarke is a New Zealand consultancy, and proud of our Wellington roots. This is reflected in the way we work – always as your partner. We have proven expertise across all steps in the procurement lifecycle. We are also experts at policy development; analysis and implementation; regulatory system design and implementation; project management; machinery of government; and undertaking reviews and evaluations of policies and programmes.

For more information, visit our website: www.allenandclarke.co.nz

MINISTRY OF BUSINESS, INNOVATION & EMPLOYMENT (MBIE)

MBIE’s purpose is to be a catalyst for a high-performing economy to ensure New Zealand’s lasting prosperity and wellbeing. We play a central role in shaping and delivering a strong New Zealand economy. We are working to support the Government’s Business Growth Agenda and are leading initiatives to deliver Better Public Services for Business. Our Government Procurement Branch is working with other agencies to reform the New Zealand procurement framework.

For more information, visit www.mbie.govt.nz or www.procurement.govt.nz
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